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GENERAL INFORMATION

The Society's 47th Annual Meeting is being held at the Leamington Hotel in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION: To advance register, complete and return the enclosed registration card by April 1, 1982. Members who register in advance may pick up their copies of the Program and Abstracts and their badges at the Advance Registration desk in the main lobby at the Leamington.

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: Over 800 rooms at two downtown hotels have been blocked for the meeting. All sessions are scheduled at the Leamington, the headquarters hotel where 550 sleeping rooms have been blocked; overflow housing is available at the Curtis Hotel located across the street from the Leamington. To obtain the SAA meeting rates, all reservations must be made on the housing form (enclosed with this preliminary program) and must be received at the Minneapolis Convention Housing Bureau by March 24, 1982.

BUSINESS MEETING: The Society's annual business meeting will be conducted at 5:30 pm on Friday, April 16.

EXHIBITS: The book exhibit will open on Wednesday from 5:00 to 8:00 pm, and hours during the meeting will be 9:00 am to 5:00 pm on Thursday and Friday, and 9:00 am to noon on Saturday.

MEMBERSHIP: Only Society members may present papers, although representatives of other disciplines may be exempted from this requirement.

NEW MEMBER RECEPTION: New members and members attending their first annual meeting are invited to a reception hosted by the Society's officers on Friday evening.

MESSAGE CENTER: A self-service message center will be located at the Leamington and will be open from 5:00 to 8:00 pm on Wednesday, and from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm Thursday through Saturday. To reach the message center, dial the Leamington main number, 612/370-1100, and ask for the SAA message center.

OPEN HOUSE: Everyone is invited to an open reception (cashedir bar) on Thursday at 5:30 pm.

PLACEMENT SERVICE: A placement service will be operated at the meeting. Information and forms may be obtained by writing to SAA Placement Service, 1703 New Hampshire Av, NW, Washington, DC 20009. Completed forms should be returned to the service.

PROGRAM SCHEDULING: The order of presentation of papers and reports in this preliminary program is tentative; however, scheduling in the final Program will remain approximately the same unless conflicts are reported.

REGISTRATION: Registration will open in the main lobby of the Leamington on Wednesday from 5:00 to 8:00 pm; 8:00 am to 4:00 pm on Thursday and Friday, and 8:00 am to noon on Saturday. Registration, which includes a copy of the Program and Abstracts, is required for attendance at all sessions.

ABSTRACTS of all formal presentations at the meeting are published in the final program, and copies may be obtained by mail from the Publications Department, SAA, at the Society's address, for $5.00 per copy, prepayment required. Copies of symposia or contributed papers will not be available at the meeting, and persons who wish to obtain copies should contact authors directly.
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 15

(1) Symposium: UNDERSTANDING PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT-SUBSISTENCE IN WEST CENTRAL ILLINOIS
Organizers and Chairpersons: C R Stafford and M D Wiart
Discussants: J B Griffin, J A Brown

(2) Symposium: BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC: MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN LATE PLEISTOCENE CULTURE HISTORY AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THE EXPLANATION OF CULTURE CHANGE
Organizers and Chairpersons: S W Green and M Zvelebil
Participants: S W Green, M Zvelebil, W H Marquardt, P Rowley-Conwy, V Reidhead, J G Lewthwaite, C S Peebles, S Shennan, S Shennan, S M Perlman, P Halstead, J A Moore, B Bender, C L Crumley, K Randsborg
Discussants: A C Renfrew, R Dunnell

(3) Symposium: ARCHAEOLOGY IN NORTHERN BELIZE
Organizer and Chairperson: F Valdez, Jr
Discussant: G R Willey, R E W Adams, N D Hammond

(4) Symposium: THE MEANING OF ARCHITECTURAL VARIABILITY AND SPACE USE
Organizers: P A Gilman and D B Anderson
Chairperson: R Vierra
Discussant: R Whallon

(5) Symposium: CHANGE AND STABILITY IN THE HOHOKAM CULTURAL SYSTEM: SALT-GILA AQUEDUCT, CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT, ARCHAEOLOGY
Organizers: L S Teague and P L Crown
Chairperson: L S Teague
Participants: A E Rogge, S Fish, C H Miksic, P Crown, A Dart, C Szuter, R Barber, F Hull, E Sires, D R Abbott, L S Teague, M E Roberts
Discussants: E W Haury, R Woodbury, G Rice

(6) Symposium: CULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL CHANGE AT THE MIDDLE TO UPPER PALEOLITHIC TRANSITION
Organizer and Chairperson: E Trinkaus
Participants: J D Clark, R G. Klein, A E Marks, H Hietala, A J Jelinek, A L Dibble, F B Harrold, L G Straus, M W Conkey, F H Smith, E Trinkaus

(7) General Session: HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: L Desmond
Participants: W. Mayer-Oakes, L G Desmond, G J Farriss, F Lange, C Smith, R Hunter, M Parrington

(8) General Session: QUANTITATIVE APPROACHES TO PROCESS AND VARIATION
Chairperson: L Desmond
Participants: J L Boone, K Kintigh, J Simek, R Larick, J Jermann, D Rindos, L Sattenspiel, L Windsnider, H Harpending, T Gibson, C Hickey, R Will

(9) General Session: OLD WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY: RECENT STUDIES
Chairperson: P Villa
Participants: P Villa, R White, D Doxtater, K Biddick, J E Myers, J L Boone, O S LaBianca, K Simpson, K M Trinkaus, B Thiel

(10) General Session: COASTAL-MARITIME ADAPTATIONS
Chairperson: J J Lischka
Participants: C Edens, B Lewis, D R Watters, J J Lischka

Poster Session
Society for American Archaeology and Society for Archaeological Sciences

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 15

THESE CHANGING TIMES: THE FEDERAL RESPONSE TO CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (Coordinating Council of National Archeological Society)
Chairperson: H A Davis
Participants: M Peterson, Chief, US Forest Service; R Davidge, Special Assistant to Assistant Secretary Arnett, US Dept of Interior; General E R Heiberg, Director of Civil Works, US Army Corps of Engineers; A Aldridge, Chair, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation; Congressman Morris Udall, Arizona
Panel discussion about the GAO's report on federal archaeology and the cutbacks in federal spending which may cause some dislocation in past commitments and performance with respect to cultural resource management. The four panelists will present their agency's response to these changes with their views of the future; Congressman Udall will respond.

(11) Symposium: AMERICAN BOTTOM ARCHAEOLOGY: RESULTS OF THE FAI-270 ARCHAEOLOGICAL MITIGATION PROJECT
Organizer and Chairperson: J W Porter
Discussant: D W Lathrap

(12) General Session: ETHNOARCHEOLOGY
Chairperson: R Wilk
Participants: R R Wilk, W A Longacre, G A London, G C Knight, E H Garber, C Chang

(13) Symposium: TOWARDS A GENERAL THEORY OF HUNTER-GATHERER TECHNOLOGY: EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMIZING STRATEGIES
Organizers and Chairpersons: R Torrence, R Joslin-Jeske
Discussant: M Jochim

(14) Symposium: CRM: MANAGING THE RESOURCE
Organizer and Chairperson: M K Brown
Participants: M K Brown, G Gyrisco, J J Nielson, B Keel, R Ford, L Nordby, M Barnes, J Walthall, B Macmillan, G F Tiedt
Discussants: B Rippeteau, M E Roberts
(15) Symposium: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HOHOKAM ARCHAEOLOGY
Organizers and Chairpersons: J E Kisselburg and O Lindauer
Participants: O Lindauer, E G Large, R A Jewett, J E Kisselburg, S W Baar, D A Gregory, J B Howard, D R Wilcox, C T Phinney, G Laczkó
Discussants: F T Plog, D E Doyel

(16) Symposium: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE MIDWESTERN UNITED STATES
Organizer and Chairperson: M J Lynott
Participants: D S Brose, J A Brown, R J Salzer, M J Lynott, L Perry, D Kennedy, J J Richner, J E Price, C R Price
Discussants: F A Calabrese, D H Scovill

(17) Symposium: UNPUBLISHED ARTIFACTS FROM THE CENOTE OF SACRIFICE, CHICHÉN ITZÁ, YUCATÁN, MEXICO
Organizer and Chairperson: C Coggin
Participants: J W Ball, J T Tsachek, J Lothrop, P Sheets, D L Bathgate, H Moholy-Nagy, C Coggin, G Hansen, E A Coughlin
Discussant: G R Willey

(18) Symposium: CURRENT RESEARCH IN AFRICA AND THE LEVANT: COMPARISONS AND CORRELATIONS
Organizer and Chairperson: D R Connor
Participants: K M Banks, J R F Bower, S A Brandt, D R Conner, T R Hays, F Wendorf, D O Henry, P W Volkmann, C Garth Sampson

Poster Session
Society for American Archaeology and Society for Archaeological Sciences

COSWA BLACKBERRY WINTER RECEPTION (SAA Committee on the Status of Women in Archaeology)
Organizer: J L Friedman
Reception for women archaeologists to meet senior colleagues.

SOCIETY FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Annual Business Meeting

MICRONESIAN WORKSHOP (Micronesian Archaeological Survey)
Organizer: T F King
Informal discussion and data sharing on the archaeology of the islands of the west-central Pacific.

OPEN HOUSE
Cashiered Bar

THURSDAY, EVENING, APRIL 15
PLENARY ADDRESS
DIVIDED WE STAND: ASPECTS OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND INFORMATION
A Colin Renfrew

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 16

(19) Symposium: ENVIRONMENTS AND EXTINCTIONS: MAN IN THE LATE GLACIAL NORTH AMERICA
Organizers and Chairpersons: J I Mead and D J Melzer

(20) General Session: EXCHANGE SYSTEMS
Chairperson: J Stevenson
Participants: J E Neitzel, D B Craig, G M Brown, T G Baugh, S Chappell

(21) General Session: SPATIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: J Stevenson
Participants: J Stevenson, J E Stephens, L Sutro, T Downing, G E Rice, J J Reid, S Whittlesey, J E Rafferty, R R Larick, J P Rigaud

(22) General Session: THE ANALYSIS OF BONE
Chairperson: T D Price
Participants: T D Price, M Kavanagh, A L Magennis, D L Martin, N Russell, A M Choyke, R W Redding

(23) General Session: SOCIETAL ADJUSTMENTS TO STRESS
Chairperson: R J Sharer
Participants: K Reid, J Artz, S C Lensink, A F Ramenofsky, J R Cole, M T Mulholland, J D Schelberg

(24) Symposium: ADVANCES IN OBSIDIAN HYDRATION DATING (Society for Archaeological Sciences)
Organizer and Chairperson: J E Ericson

Society for Archeological Sciences Lecture
Irwin Scollar

(25) General Session: SOUTHWESTERN ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: TBA
Participants: J W Hohmann, R C Lange, B Murphy, M E Whalen, T C Windes, N J Akins, A H Simmons, W Wills, J Speth, R Ford, A Long, D Carmichael, S Lerner, R Most, G Laczkó, L Alter, R K Vierra, A E Kane, J Orcutt, T Kohler

(26) General Session: CONTEMPORARY MATERIAL CULTURE/IDEOLOGY STUDIES
Chairperson: TBA
Participants: G Bronitsky, M Richardson, D Ingersoll, Jr, K Harshbarger, J McKenna

(27) General Session: ARCHEOMETALLURGY
Chairperson: TBA
Participants: A P McCartney, H Schenck, S M Epstein, P A Raber

(28) Symposium: CURRENT RESEARCH AND TRENDS IN NORTH SLOPE ARCHAEOLOGY
Organizers and Chairpersons: P M Bowers and S C Gerlach
Discussants: E S Burch, Jr, A A Dekin

(29) Symposium: CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Organizers and Chairpersons: S Kenton and D Derven
Participants: L Banks, D L Derven, S Kenton, J J Johnson, D J Theodoratus, R J Burton, C A Smith, J H Altschul
Discussants: D A Story, M Raab, J Belshe

(30) Symposium: CURRENT PROBLEMS IN THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF COASTAL ECUADOR
Organizers and Chairpersons: R D Lippi and A C Paulsen
Participants: R D Lippi, D M Pearsall, E J McDoughe, K E Stothers, R G Whitten, J E Damp, J Zeidler, P B Clarkson, E H Lubensky, C D Spath, C McEwan, M Villalba
Discussants: A C Paulsen, D M Pearsall
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 16

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE ARCHAEOLOGISTS
Annual Business Meeting

CURATION COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY
Chairpersons: S C Parker, A J Lindsay, Jr
Open meeting to discuss current issues and problems in the curation of archaeological collections.

SAA COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: R Knudson
Semiannual meeting, open to all members of the SAA, to discuss current affairs in public archaeology.

(31) Symposium: THE SOCIO-POLITICS OF ARCHAEOLOGY
Organizers and Chairpersons: J Gero and M L Blakey
Participants: M L Blakey, R Paynter, D M Lacy, R J Hasenstab, O Soffer, J E Yellen, J M Gero, M Hanen, J Kelley, H M Wobst, A S Keene
Discussant: M Leone

(32) Symposium: URBAN ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE UNITED STATES
Organizer and Chairperson: E Staski

(33) Symposium: NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH TOPICS: AN INITIAL FORMULATION
Organizer and Chairperson: T F King
Participants: T F King, J A Tainter, J R Kern, R Anzalone, B C Keel, V A Carbone

(34) Symposium: THE LANGE/FERGUSON (39SH33) CLOVIS KILL-BUTCHERY SITE: OF MEN, MAMMOTHS, AND MICE
Organizer and Chairperson: L A Hannus
Participants: L A Hannus, E M White, J E Martin, A B Leonard

(35) Symposium: LITHIC TECHNOLOGY IN THE LATE PLEISTOCENE
Organizers and Chairpersons: J R Grimes and R M Gramly
Participants: C Tunnell, J R Grimes, L T Grimm, M L Curran, R M Gramly, J C Lothrop, S P Claassen, E A Coughlin, A Spiess
Discussants: F H West and L Keeley

(36) Symposium: PEER POLITICY INTERACTION AND SOCIO-POLITICAL CHANGE
Organizer and Chairperson: C Renfrew
Participants: C Renfrew, S J Shennan, D P Braun, G L Barnes, T Champion, S Champion, H T Wright, J F Cherry, R Hodges, J A Sabloff
Discussants: A Gilman, D C Grove

(37) Symposium: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA STRUCTURES
Organizer and Chairperson: C Carr
Participants: S Parker, D B Waddell, K L Kvaame, N Greber, C Carr, M Jones, M Chernoff, C M Hoffman
Discussants: G Cowgill, H Hietala

(38) General Session: CERAMIC ANALYSIS IN ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: G R Holley
Participants: M J Berman, S T Childs, G R Holley, T Kaiser, S E Falconer, D E Beynon, J Donahue

SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
Annual Business Meeting

FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 16

RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS
All new members and members attending their first annual meeting are invited to a reception hosted by present and past Society officers.

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 17

(39) General Session: ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN MIDWEST
Chairperson: R Nykamp

(40) Symposium: THE SMALL-SCALE SURVEY REVISITED
Organizers: C A Hale-Pierce and M S Aldenderfer
Chairperson: C A Hale-Pierce
Participants: C A Hale-Pierce, T J Padgett, E B W Zubrow, R J Hasenstab, D M Lacy, E G Hansen, M Tate, B E Rippeateau, P S Miller, M S Aldenderfer

(41) Symposium: INDUSTRY AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Organizers and Chairpersons: J E Fitting, J J Shive
Participants: J E Fitting, L Patterson, T C Paeltz, W Chilson, G R Adams, J J Shive

(42) General Session: CENTRAL MEXICAN PREHISTORY AND ETHNOHISTORY
Chairperson: M W Spence
Participants: V L Ehrman, R L Hall, M W Spence, S T Evans, C Heath-Smith, M E Smith, L Paradis, E Cossette, M Hayward

(43) Symposium: IDEOLOGY AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD
Organizer and Chairperson: I Hodder
Participants: J C Drake, S Cogbil, P J Fahnestock, M A Wylie, M P Leone, H L Moore, L W Donley, S E Crawford, P J Lane, D Miller, I R Hodder, C Y Tilley, M P Pearson
Discussants: M Conkey, B G Trigger

(44) Symposium: THE BIOGEOGRAPHY OF THE BLACK MESA ANASAZI
Organizers: G J Gumerman and S Powell
Chairperson: G J Gumerman
Participants: J Dean, M Seme, R E Murry, Jr, D L Martin, A C Sweidlund, G J Amelagoss, S Powell, S Plog
Discussants: R C Euler, D P Braun

(45) Symposium: THE MEADOWCROFT ROCKSHELTER ROLLING THUNDER REVIEW: LAST ACT
Organizer and Chairperson: J M Adovasio
Discussants: H M Wormington, G Frison, R Shutler

(46) General Session: PERUVIAN PREHISTORY
Chairperson: TBA

(47) General Session: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson: A E Kane
Participants: F P McManamon, J E Reyma, J Schul-
General Session: CRM AND CONSERVATION ARCHAEOLOGY: ISSUES AND RESULTS  
Chairperson: F A Riddell  
Participants: D E Lewarch, S Wagner, F A Riddell, G H Nurkin, A W Portnoy

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 17

CONTRACTING ARCHAEOLOGY  
Organizer: J E Fitting  
Informal discussion by/for contracting archaeologists on current issues facing the profession.

General Session: LITHIC ANALYSIS: NEW APPROACHES  
Chairperson: J Montgomery  

Symposium: PREHISTORIC PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS: CLUES FOR THEIR INTERPRETATION  
Organizers and Chairpersons: J K Stein and W R Farrand  
Participants: J K Stein, W R Farrand, B G Gladfelter, F A Hassan, C E Larsen, J C Kraft  
Discussants: B McMillan, J D Donahue

General Session: RECENT MAYA RESEARCH  
Chairperson: F W Lange  

Symposium: INNOVATIONS IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AND GROUND-BASED PHOTOGRAMMETRY  
Organizer and Chairperson: P W Hoag  
Participants: P W Hoag, S Dennett, H Muessig, J Grady, S R Potter, K P Lade, J I Ebert  
Discussant: G E Rice

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 17

General Session: PALEOINDIAN AND HUNTER-GATHERER STUDIES  
Chairperson: F Schneider  
Participants: T A Smith, J W Foster, F Riddell, G J West, G Begg, W Olsen, D G Steele, F Schneider, M Kay, R Graham, D Elliot, S Brandt, T Gresham, R Bettinger, C Irwin-Williams, K Spielmann

Symposium: ARCHAEOLOGISTS AND CONSERVATORS: THE PRESERVATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS  
Organizers and Chairpersons: M L Douthit and C S Silver  
Participants: M L Douthit, C S Silver, B Raphael, D A Story, M Surovik-Bohnert, K Singley, E M Davis, S Turpin  
Discussants: A Bohnert, E M Davis

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers are needed to monitor sessions and to staff meeting services such as the information and message center, the placement service, the convention office, the membership desk and the registration desks. Volunteers are compensated with complimentary meeting registration, membership for one year, meal allowances and publication credits. If you can donate one-half day each day of the meeting and would like to serve as a volunteer staff member, write Lucille Horn, SAA 1982 Annual Meeting, 1703 New Hampshire Av, NW, Washington, DC 20009.